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New Woes for NPOESS

The effort to launch the five-satellite National
Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental
Satellite System (NPOESS) got a bit tougher
last week.

According to a new report by the U.S.
Government Accountability Office, the price
tag for the multisatellite program, designed
to take crucial weather and climate measure-
ments, has risen from $12.5 billion to
roughly $14 billion for security, technical,
and operating reasons. The higher costs could
make it harder to restore planned climate
sensors that were removed from the satel-
lites. The overruns may also make it less
likely that two satellites will be able to cali-
brate certain delicate measurements by tak-
ing two readings simultaneously. Representa-
tive Nick Lampson (D–TX), who chaired the
hearing, worries that “the risk of [a] data gap
is growing along with the cost of this pro-
gram.” National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Administrator Conrad
Lautenbacher, however, says that the “White
House is committed” to maintaining climate
measurements over the long haul. 

Pentagon officials are also threatening to
cut funding for the project in October unless
work is completed on key documents that
should have been signed 2 years ago. The
Pentagon, NASA, and NOAA are pointing fin-
gers at one another. –ELI KINTISCH

Canada-CIRM Cancer Deal

Research on cancer stem cells—one of the
hottest topics in stem cell research—is being
revved up with a 3-year agreement between
the California Institute for Regenerative Medi-
cine (CIRM) and Canada’s newly formed Can-
cer Stem Cell Consortium, a group of public
and private research agencies. California and
Canada, which together do 70% of all
research on cancer stem cells, want to gener-
ate some synergy by teaming up. So the con-
sortium is putting up $100 million for Cana-
dian researchers who collaborate with
researchers in California. CIRM, meanwhile,
which has been gearing up to support applied
stem cell research, will devote a portion of the
$122 million in disease-related grants to be
awarded to California scientists next year to
collaborative cancer stem cell research with
Canadian scientists. Mick Bhatia, director of
McMaster University’s Stem Cell and Cancer
Research Institute in Hamilton, Canada, says
Canadian and California researchers will meet
in workshops soon to discuss how to “leverage
and complement each other’s work.” 

–CONSTANCE HOLDEN

SCIENCESCOPE

They’re called silent mutations, but they

could make a big noise in the vaccine field.

Introducing hundreds of these seemingly

inconsequential changes into a poliovirus can

cripple the virus enough to make it work as a

live vaccine in mice, scientists report on page

1784. The technology might lead to safer

polio vaccines and perhaps to so-called live

attenuated vaccines against other diseases.

“It’s a nice study and a very promising tech-

nology,” says Rino Rappuoli, global head of

vaccine research at Novartis.

The new vaccine strategy exploits the fact

that almost all amino acids can be encoded by

multiple codons, triplets of the DNA bases

guanine (G), adenine (A), cytosine (C), and

thymine (T). GAA and GAG, for instance,

both represent the amino acid glutamic acid.

But many organisms, including viruses, have

a bias toward certain codons in their genes.

This may be because those codons are easier

to translate at ribosomes, the cell’s protein

factories, thus speeding up protein produc-

tion. Researchers have learned to take advan-

tage of codon bias: For example, they insert a

microbe’s favorite codons when engineering

it to make a desired protein. 

The vaccine approach does the opposite: It

creates underperforming viruses by giving

them unfavored codons. The hope is that these

strains will be too weak to cause disease yet

produce the same proteins and elicit the same

immune response as wild-type virus. Two

teams have been exploring that idea inde-

pendently, by synthesizing a new version of

the poliovirus’s capsid gene with hundreds of

small changes and stitching it into the RNA

genome of either a wild poliovirus or a vac-

cine strain. In 2006, a group led by Olen Kew

of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta, Georgia, first

showed that such a strain could barely grow in

human cells. Shortly after, a team led by

Eckard Wimmer at Stony Brook University in

New York state presented a similar study.

Wimmer’s group now shows that codon-

crippled viruses can work as a vaccine. Rather

than directly using codon bias, the team took

advantage of a related phenomenon called

codon pair bias: that is, codons tend to be fol-

lowed much more often by certain codons

than others. (For instance, the amino acid pair

alanine-glutamic acid is much more often

encoded by the codons GCA-GAG than by

GCC-GAA.) With the help of computer sci-

entists, the team assembled two polioviruses,

each of whose capsid protein genes had hun-

dreds of underrepresented codon pairs. Mice

injected with either strain didn’t get sick but

developed immunity against a challenge with

a lethal dose of the real poliovirus.

Although a massive worldwide campaign

with a live virus vaccine has all but eradicated

polio, there’s room for a new vaccine. After

eradication is complete, plans call for the use

of killed vaccines. Production of killed vac-

cines is risky, because viruses can escape

from vaccine factories before they’re inacti-

vated. The weakened viruses made by the

Stony Brook team could provide a safer start-

ing material for a killed vaccine, says Roland

Sutter of the World Health Organization in

Geneva, Switzerland—although other poten-

tial routes are under study as well. Steffen

Mueller, the paper’s lead author, says his team

hasn’t yet killed its polio strain to see if it also

works as a vaccine, but there’s no reason to

believe it wouldn’t.

The “big payback” from the new method

may be that it can weaken almost any other

virus as well, Sutter says. “The nice thing is

that we don’t really have to understand the

virus and the way it functions,” Mueller says.

Getting approval for vaccines created this way

will be a “huge job,” Rappuoli predicts,

because researchers will have to show that the

wimpy strains can’t mutate and cause dis-

ease—the big worry with any live-attenuated

vaccine. But the fact that so many mutations

are involved should minimize chances of this

happening, says Mueller.

–MARTIN ENSERINK

‘Biased’ Viruses Suggest New Vaccine
Strategy for Polio and Other Diseases

VIROLOGY

New shot. Weakening polioviruses (above) by subtly
altering a gene could provide a vaccine strain.
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